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Summary 

•  Shock ignition concept 
•  starting point: HiPER baseline target 
    first target design(s), first robustness studies, a few issues 
•  next 

•  make design more realistic 
•  improve modelling 

•  increase robustness  
•  scale in size (&energy) and wavelength 

•  Model for target (up-)scaling: flexibility, risk reduction 
•  Gain curves for different scaling options 
•  Wavelength scaling:  option for green light at < 2 - 3  MJ? 
•  Robustness vs efficiency 
⇒  Conclusions & directions for future work 



Just a part of the HiPER theoretical/computational effort on 
shock-ignition:  

5 reviews/overview on target studies 
5 papers on the preliminary definition of the baseline target 
4 papers on the SI baseline target 
5 papers on modeling, scaling, gain curves 
4 papers on SI on NIF and/or LMJ 
11 papers on individual physics issues  
    (instabilities, electron transport, LPIs, ignition physics) 
4 papers on irradiation schemes 



Advanced ignition schemes 
(fast & shock ignition) in principle

allow  for high gain at MJ laser energy

     With current NIF
 hohlraum coupling efficiency

improved hohlraum 
coupling efficiency



the standard ICF approach: central ignition
imploding fuel kinetic energy converted into internal energy 

and concentrated in the centre of the fuel 

(see, e.g., S. Atzeni and J. Meyer-ter-Vehn, The Physics of Inertial Fusion, Oxford University Press, 2004.)

implosion velocity for 
ignition:
uimp > 300 – 400 km/s

depending of the fuel mass 
and on the compressed 
fuel in-flight isentrope:
uimp ∝ m-0.15  αif
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NIF point design: 

uimp =  370 km/s



Standard central ignition:
 capsule energy decreases strongly with increasing 

implosion velocity

( Γ < 7 required)

but, issues as the velocity increases
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-  higher velocity = > higher driving pressure => higher laser intensity 
⇒   laser-plasma instabilities (LPI)

-  higher velocity => thinner target, hydrodynamic instabilities more dangerous:
  e.g. RTI worst mode e-folding (Lindl, 1995)
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(Herrmann, Tabak, Lindl (2001)



What about reducing implosion velocity? 

reducing the velocity by 20 – 25%:
-  (density and) confinement still adequate (Betti & Zhou, 2005)

-  relaxed stability constraints
-  reduced LPI risks

-  ignition must be achieved by a separate mechanism

= => serious option 
         for low-adiabat direct drive 

If achieved at “low cost”, 
“low” implosion velocity leads to higher gain
than the standard scheme 
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The ICF hot spot ignition condition is essentially 
a condition on the hot spot pressure

ρc/ρh = 5 - 7

fuel at ignition 

pressure for ignition:
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S. Atzeni and J. Meyer-er-Vehn, 
The Physics of Inertial Fusion, Oxford (2004) 



Pressure at stagnation is 
a strong function of the implosion velocity ( p ~ uimp)3



but stagnation pressure can be amplified by �
a properly tuned shock 

a)  pulse generates 
imploding shock

b)  imploding shock 
amplified as it 
converges

c)  imploding shock 
pregresses, while 
shock bounces from 
center

d)  the two shocks 
collide, and launch 
new shocks; the 
imploding shock 
heats the hot spot  



Multiplying the pressure by the shock relaxes 
the requirements on implosion velocity

fuel mass = 0.3 mg
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pressure at stagnation 
(no shock)(*) 

ignition threshold

(*) Kemp, Meyer-ter-Vehn, Atzeni, PRL (2001)

HiPER baseline

pressure 
enhanced 
by shock
(factor F)



Our reference targets
150 - 250 kJ for compression (+ ignition)

(*) Atzeni, Schiavi, Bellei, PoP (2007), Atzeni, Schiavi, Marocchino, PPCF (2011) 
(**) G. Schurtz and X. Ribeyre; see also S. Atzeni and G. Schurtz, Proc. SPIE 2011

HiPER baseline (*)         CELIA-NIF target(**)        

HiPER target design constraints:
   

•  Intensity (compression laser; λ = 0.35 µm) ≤ 5 x 1014 W/cm2

•  IFAR < 30
•  in-flight-<adiabat> ≤ 1.2
•  ablation front RTI growth factor     

€ 

max
l
(Γl ) = max l γl∫ dt( ) ≤ 6

ρv = 0.1 - 0.3 mg/cm3



HiPER baseline target -- Shock-ignition 

Laser wavelength = 0.35 µm
Compression energy: 160 - 180 kJ
Focal spot: 0.64 mm (compression)
                   0.4   mm (SI)
Adiabat-shaping picket

Target: S. Atzeni, A. Schiavi and C. Bellei, PoP, 15, 14052702  (2007) 
Pulses: X. Ribeyre et al, PPCF 51, 015013 (2009);  
             S. Atzeni, A. Schiavi, A. Marocchino, PPCF 53, 035010  (2011) 



Shock ignition of the HiPER baseline target

post-collision shocks

imploding shock

collision

bouncing
 shock

burn wave

•  implosion velocity ui = 280 - 290 km/s
•  < adiabat> = 1.2
•  hydro*absorption efficiency = 7% (compression pulse)
•  <ρR> = 1.5 g/cm2 (compression pulse only)



Laser pulse with adiabat-shaping picket 
essential to reduce perturbation growth

while keeping the fuel adiabat low (<α> = 1.2)

1. Initial Richtmyer-Meshkov and 
Landau-Darrieus instabilities seed 
RTI – in no case adiabat shaping�
increases RMI growth 

2. Linear RTI growth reduced;
    full stabilization for l > 1200

S. Atzeni, A. Schiavi, A. Marocchino, PPCF 2011 

A. Marocchino, S. Atzeni, A. Schiavi, PoP, 2010



Pulse parameters and 1D performance:
large gain @ 300-400 kJ (but see later...)

             HiPER target  CELIA-NIF
Compression pulse         
•  Energy  180 kJ       250 kJ
•  Flat-top power                   42 - 46 TW      80 TW
•  Focal spot radius wc           0.65 mm                    0.68 mm

Ignition pulse                      
•  Energy                           ≥ 80 kJ     ≥ 70 kJ 
•  Power                            ≥ 150 TW    ≥ 150 TW
•  Focal spot radius ws           0.4 mm     0.345 mm
•  Synchronization                120 ps (@ 170 TW)

    250 ps (@ 270 TW)

Fusion yield  ≤ 24 MJ      ≤ 33 MJ
1D Gain             70 - 80       ≤ 100            

Convergence ratio 35 – 42       30 – 42
      vapor density                 0.3 – 0.1  mg/cm3                        0.3 - 0.1  mg/cm3 



Tolerances  & risk assessment – 
compression stage

about 3,000 1D runs, simultaneously 
varying 5 parameters 
(fuel density, laser energy, 3 power levels)

Parametric 1-D analysis, 9 target and pulse parameters

1% errors in dimensions, few % in energy and mass, 
100 ps in timing tolerated

Varying one parameter at a time 



HiPER target

  Zooming required to reduce spike power

    Gaussian beams, width ws

      ws           min. spike power
400 µm  150 TW
500 µm  200 TW
640 µm  270 TW



HiPER target – analogous results for CELIA target;
analogous trends for λ = 0.26 µm

Time synchronization window enlarges with spike power,
Minimum spike energy independent of spike power

ws = 400 µm ws = 400 µm, ts = 11.15 ns



HiPER target, 
initial outer radius: 1044 µm

Hot spot convergence ratio is high 
Some control of convergence 
by increasing vapour density

Ignition time

Hot spot
 radius
24 µm

ws = 400 µm, ts = 11.15 ns

(higher vapour density / lower conv. 
at higher driving power)



 The reference
 CELIA-HiPER DD48
 irradiation scheme

L. Hallo et al., PPCF 2009 

intensity profile:   exp (-r/w)m

m = 2  (Gaussian profile)
w = 0.6 * target outer radius

Optimal at t = 0 & no displacement
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2D spectrum (Legendre modes) 

movie by A. Schiavi. 2012



Model improvements to study
sensitivity to nonuniform irrradiation 

and target mispositioning

A first model study (2010-2011)
•  2D hydro 
•  full physics model�

but
•  radial rays (power adjusted to give same hydro as with realistic irradiation)
•  time independent irradiation spectrum (Legendre modes)

Since May 2012, simulations with 3D ray-tracing, realistic beam geometry: 
(requires massively parallel computer) 

Now (April 2013) same + nonlocal electron transport



  
Shock ignition:

reduced hot spot-RTI growth 

No SI spike

Shock ignition

with the 
CELIA

radiation
spectrum

S. Atzeni, A. Schiavi, A. Marocchino, PPCF 2011.; see also Ribeyre et al. PPCF 2009 



  RTI growth reduction due to 
reduced time interval of growth, and fire polishing 

Full physics

No burn,
No Alphas: 

Shock does not invert phase of 
perturbation, growth 
continues as in the case 
without SI spike

with the 
CELIA-DD48

irradiation
spectrum



symmetric 
ignition spike

ignition spike 
with l = 2, 
C2 = 80% 

asymmetry

(!!!!)

Shock-ignition tolerates very large spike asymmetry
(artifact of simple modelling?) 

Reference 
irradiation pattern

10.4 µm 
displacement



Gain = 1% of 1D gain
(nominal pulse)

20 µm displacement 
Gain = 95% of 1D gain

10 µm displacement 

Shock-ignition: sensitive to mispositioning
(high convergence)

S. Atzeni, A. Schiavi, A. Marocchino, PPCF 2011



Robustness can be increased at the expense of some gain
i) by using larger focal spots (*)

reference scheme, 
20 µm displacement, no ignition

(*) superGaussian, m=8, w=1.2 R0 
Simulation with low-noise 3D raytracing;
A.  Schiavi et al., invited talk, EPS 2011
to be published

Gaussian beams, m=2, w=0.64 R0 

alternate scheme, larger spot, “flat” profile (*)
30 µm displacement, same yield as in 1-D



20 µm displacement

Spike power =
Nominal * 1.2

Gain:
90% of 1D gain

20 µm displacement

Spike power =
Nominal

Gain:
1% of 1D gain

Robustness can be increased at the expense of some gain
ii) by increasing the power of the S.I. spike



HiPER - DD48 – m = 2, w/R = 0.6:   sensitive to errors!

mispointing (5%), imbalance (1%) mispointing (5%)

beam centres, perfect illumination intensity on target, perfect illumination



HiPER - DD48 – m = 2, w/R = 0.6; highly sensitive to 
beam & positioning errors => better choices?

m = Supergaussian index
(m=2: Gaussian)

Be
am
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Reference irradiation scheme

No errors
mispointing (5%), imbalance (1%),
mispositioning (5%)

Rms nonuniform.
contours

Schiavi, Atzeni, Marocchino, EPL 2011; also IFSA P.We_22 

a better point



 = = =>
Energy [and wavelength] scaling 

of shock ignition targets

S. Atzeni, A. Marocchino, A. Schiavi, Phys. Plasmas 10, 090702 (2012)
S. Atzeni, A. Marocchino, A. Schiavi, G. Schurtz, New J. Phys. 15, 045004 (2013)

HiPER TARGET: high 1-D gain (optimistic)
 but very much risky, marginal

How to scale HiPER target at larger size?
How can risks be reduced?



two parameters to adjust to achieve ignition:
implosion velocity and laser spike power 

= = >  design flexibililty

Implosion velocity (km/s)   

for the HiPER target
gain contours in the 

(implosion velocity – spike power plane)



ignition pressure, hence ignition velocity 
decrease with target size 
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for peak gain

for marginal ignition



scaling to higher energy = > flexibility and reduced risks 
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Implosion velocity (km/s)   

compression 
laser energy

a) scaling at fixed implosion velocity
b) scaling at fixed ratio uimp/uig*

S. Atzeni, A. Marocchino, A. Schiavi, G. Schurtz, New J. Phys. 15, 045004 (2013)



Scaling model: target and compression  pulse

•  initial aspect ratio of the imploding fuel constant

•  scaling parameters ( = 1 for the HiPER reference target)
•  lengths:            s
•  implosion velocity:           w
•  laser wavelength:               Λ
•  compression laser energy : ε

•  hydrodynamic efficiency   (Betti & Zhuo, PoP 2006)
•  constant absorption efficiency

             ==>   ε = s3 w5/4 β1/4 
•   E = I R2 t
•   ηa ηa E = (1/2) mimp uimp

2      ==> w = β1/3 Λ-8/9

•  areal mass ablation rate         
    (our simulations, agree with Caruso & Gratton, PP 1968; Mora, PF 1982)

==> ablator mass 
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•  imploded mass:        s3

•  pulse times:              τ = s/w
•  compr. laser power: Π = ε/τ
•  Iλ2:            β = π Λ2s2
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==>



Scaling model: ignition requirements
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Laser ignition spike:

•  at constant uimp/uig:
              

•  at constant implosion velocity:  

Self-ignition velocity uig*
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(uimp / uig * )∝ws 0.32
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Ps ∝ R 1/ 2λ ==> πs ∝ s1/ 2Λ

S. Atzeni et al, New J. Phys. 15, 045004 (2013)



Scaling relations (at given laser wavelength λ) 

    (a)   (b)
                                      at constant           at constant 

       implosion velocity  uimp/uig*

•   size scale               s   s
•   velocity scale             w = 1   w = s-0.32  

•   time scale                  τ = s                        τ = s1.32         
•   compr. laser energy   ε = s3   ε = s2.36

•   compr. laser power    Π = s2   Π = s1.04
•    Iλ2:     β = 1   β = s-0.96

•   spike power                  πs= s0.5

•  ablator mass  
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Intensity (10
14 W

/cm
2) 

1000

100

10

Intensity

Ignition pulse power

Compression pulse power

Total power

a) at constant implosion velocity�
    - maximum laser intensity decreases with target scale�
    - large enough targets ignite without spike driven shock�
    - peak intensity decreases with target scale



but a shock can still be useful
Large targets self-ignite at “low” velocity (left);

Adding a shock (right) makes ignition faster 
and reduces the growth of deceleration-phase RTI 



b) scaling at fixed ratio uimp/uig*

      velocity decreases with size
•   higher spike power than in case a)
•   lower compression power

higher gain: G > 200 at 2 MJ laser energy (caution: 1D)

at constant implosion
velocity

at fixed ratio uimp/uig*



Large 1D gain @ 1MJ for 0.35 and 0.25 µm light (*)
Is there a window for green light?

HiPER 
baseline

0.35 µm G = 118

compression: 
960 kJ, 94 TW, 2 x 1014 W/cm2

ignition:
630 KJ, 490 TW, 5 x 1015 W/cm2

imploding mass 2.1 mg
implosion velocity 215 km/s
(preshock)

SA, A. Schiavi, A. Marocchino,
Phys. Plasmas 19, 090202 (2012)

0.53 µm

(*) SI with 0.25 µm light: A. Schmitt et al., PoP (2010)



Scaling the 3ω HiPER target to 2ω 

scaling from HiPER target from λ = 0.351 µm to λ = 0.527 µm  (==> Λ = 3/2)

•  s = Λ1.98 β-0.71

•  ε = Λ4.83 β-1.46

try yo keep β (i.e. Iλ2) as close as possible to 1
(same constraints on Iλ2 as for the reference case)

==>     ε = 5.43      (compression energy: 1 MJ; imploding mass: 2.1 mg)       
            β = 1.2
      s = 1.96

 The scaled target  has 
-  lower IFAR
-  lower convergence ratio

than the reference 3ω target SA, A. Schiavi, A. Marocchino,
Phys. Plasmas 19, 090202 (2012)



green vs UV: 
larger ignition threshold (*4)

30% lower gain at IFE relevant energy (2 - 3 MJ)

λ = 0.53 µm
EL = 2. 9 MJ
P = 450 TW
1D Gain = 208
IFAR = 16
C = 30

S. Atzeni, A. Schiavi, A. Marocchino,
Phys. Plasmas 19, 090702 (2012)



IFAR 75%r0 Mass Compression Vimplo η % Spike Gain 

all-DT 

S.A. 

4.5  (t=0) 

30  (75%r0) 

.59 mg 

.29 fuel 

180 kJ 

50 TW 

600 g/cc 

1.5 g/cm2 

280 km/s 9% 160 TW 

80 kJ 

Y = 20 MJ 

G ~ 76 

CH 

G.S./S.A. 

3.4  (t=0) 

18 (75% r0) 

.67 mg 

.38 mg fuel 

260 kJ 

80 TW 

720 g/cc 

1.83 g/cm2 

240 km/s 5% 200 TW 

150 KJ 

Y = 32 MJ 

G ~ 80 

Mass : 0.59 mg

1044 µm

833µm

CH (2 µm)
DT

vapor

Mass : 0.67 mg
898 µm

870 µm

670 µm

Al (15 nm)

DT
vapor

CH

 10 mm CH for 
manufacturing

Amenable to doping

Lower AR and hydro 
efficiency robustness

2007 
design

Higher collisionality
 & TPD threshold

Towards realism and 
increased robustness 



Shock ignition scenarii on LMJ & NIF using the 
indirect drive laser ports and focusing 
hardware : Polar Drive required 

33.2°
49.0°

59.5°

78.0°
NorthSouth Est

120.5°
131.0°

146.8°

West

40 quads pattern : - uses quad splitting, defocusing and repointing (Polar Drive)

80 beams for compression + spike (PDD)   3.8 kJ,    1.5 TW/beam

              80 beams for spike only (DD, tight focus)    0.75 kJ,   1.5 TW/beam

1 LMJ Quad 
formed from 4 
40x40 (cm) 
beams

May be split
and repointed 
on 
a sphere for
optimal 
illumination

G. Schurtz, CELIA





Conclusions

•  Up-scaling SI targets: flexibility, risk reduction

•  Analytic scaling model, validated by simulations 
•  Gain curves for different scaling options
•  Wavelength scaling:  option for green light at < 2 - 3  MJ?

•  Significant model achievements (3D laser ray-tracing, nonlocal 
e-transport): earlier results confirmed

•  Ready for systematic studies on long-wavelength asymmetries

•  LPI?
•  Cross-beam energy transfer
•  polar drive?
•  Rayleigh-Taylor small scale mixing?



•  Demostrate 300 Mbar pressure and good absorption 
efficiency   

•  make sure RTI is controllable at low adiabat  
•  How does RTI at stagnation interact with the shock? 
•  What are the symmetry requirements for the spike? 
•  Intensities in spike are high: what about parametric 

instabilities? 
•  electron transport in shock ignition regime: probably non 

local (now in our DUED code: Schurtz’s model), magnetized 
•  Validating polar direct drive designs 

In the next few years... 





•  shock-ignited HiPER baseline target, parameter window, symmetry,�
  scaling, models: Ribeyre et al (2009a,b), Lafon et al (2010, 2013), �
  Atzeni et al (2012,2013) 
•  robustness: Atzeni et al (2011), Hallo et al (2009)
•  irradiation: CELIA group, Temporal (2009,2010), Schiavi et al (2011), Schiavi �
  et al (2012)
•  ablation front stability: Marocchino et al (2011) Olazabal-Loumè (2011)
•  LPI: Klimo et al (2010), Riconda et al (2011)
•  electron transport: Bell & Tsoufras (2011), Marocchino et al (2013) 
•  experiments (Batani @ PALS, Baton @ LULI)

shock ignition studies (*) 

(*) target studies coordinated by G. Schurtz (target coordinator); physics modeling (WP9) by SA  

Status as of 2011:
S. Atzeni, G. Schurtz and HiPER WP9, Proc. SPIE, Vol. 8080, 808022 (2011)
S. Atzeni, proc. SUSSP8, Chapter 10, Springer 2013 



Laser energy deposition pattern



Scaling the 3ω HiPER target to 2ω 
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